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Which MBA?

A post-crisis case study

Full-time MBA
ranking
IESE, a Spanish school,
tops The Economist's
eighth annual ranking of
full-time MBA programmes
More»

Featured reader comments
If you want to understand IKEA, you
are better off assembling a flat-packed
wardrobe than reading an HBS case
study. More»
Philip OCarroll on A post-crisis case
study
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Testing the test-testers

Nitin Nohria promises “radical innovation”
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MBA DIARY

Journey's end
Scott Addison was full of trepidation when he
moved from America to London to start an MBA
at Cass Business School. As the programme ends,
was he right to be nervous?
Read Scott Addison's original diary
MBA diary: Destination Dhaka
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A London Business School student's job-search travails
MBA diary: Belgians in Beijing
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Forget it!

A study involving children's car seats suggests
that consumers might be better at filtering out
bad information than previously thought
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Should MBA students care about their
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Do outside directors leave just as companies need them most?
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A management cult in Japan: Drucker
in the dug-out
A Japanese book about Peter Drucker and
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baseball is an unlikely hit
Remembering Drucker
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C.K. Prahalad: The guru of the bottom of the
Audio: Henry Mintzberg
WHERE TO STUDY

We're all global now
Are MBA students free to select a school based on
self-indulgences such as good weather and handy
ski slopes?
European schools in America: New frontier

Tests of general mental
ability are common for
those applying for a job or
for a university course.
However, research from
Indiana’s Kelley School of
Business, published in the
Journal of Applied
Psychology, suggests that
the tools used to check
whether such tests are
biased—against ethnic
minorities or women, for
example—are themselves
flawed. “The irony is that
for 40 years we have been
trying to assess potential
test bias with a biased
procedure,” says Herman
Aguinis, one of the authors,
“and we now see that
countless people may have
been denied or given
opportunities unfairly.”
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School in Spain, argues that a disconnection
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special report More»
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IESE, a Spanish school, tops The Economist's eighth annual ranking
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More»
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